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1. IntrODUCtIOn

this text scrutinises emergent Finnish innovation ecosystems by focusing on two 
processes in their peculiar environments� these processes utilise work methods 
that defy and cut across established organisational boundaries and thoughts of the 
contents of established organisational boundaries� One of them, a concept known 
as ‘New Factory’ in the old industrial core of the city of tampere, is used as a tool 
to adjust local economy to a global structural transformation� the other one is 
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built on a large-scale urban research and development process Urbi et Orbi� this 
process takes place in the municipality of lempäälä in the tampere city region, 
being an ambitious attempt to solve the problem of empowering various stake-
holders and other actors1 in a process of reconstructing a well established town-
scape laden with cultural values, personal attachments and other potential sources 
of a profound planning conflict�

New Factory accommodates a range of activities both designed as tools and 
evolved as potential approaches for a local economy’s latest, knowledge-inten-
sive industrial transformation� Some of them have an immediate link with the 
city hall and its local business development and employment policy interests� 
One of them, the huB tampere, is a member in an international, london-led 
network of related entrepreneurial spaces available for new kinds of businesses 
with a distinctive aspect of personal achievement and devotion to the fulfilment 
of youthful visions� what is common to virtually all of these activities is that 
they utilise work methods derived from the broad realm of open innovations 
ideology�

Urbi et Orbi highlights the power of a carefully balanced combination of 
detachment and team leadership� while it is a process for urban development 
and reconstruction of built environment, it also is simultaneously a know- 
ledge-creating process with a proclaimed attempt to bring together different 
actor-specific approaches to the needs and eventual conflicts in community de-
velopment� a high-level executive task force has been nominated to run the 
development process, and to make the necessary preparatory phases for public 
decision-making� a relatively limited task force immediately raises questions 
on the eventual decision-making biases that need to take into account as the 
group organises its work� 

Both processes take place in peculiar locations specifically assigned to them 
with an assumption that place-specific attributes contribute to the character and 
outcome of activities carried out within them� thus, the actual unfolding of the 
local economic renewal processes are viewed through at least partly emergent 
formation of an actor community re-using old industrial premises, now purpose-
fully dubbed as the ‘New’ Factory� the planning and empowerment case, the Urbi 
et Orbi, is viewed through the activities carried out by an executive task force 
particularly organised for the reconstruction process� the task force meets weekly 
in premises exclusively reserved for two causes, to facilitate (1) meetings with 
specialists for in-depth discussions and (2) retreat from the daily work and or-
ganisational environments for the executive task force’s own deliberations and 
considerations�

1 Including e�g� the local dwellers and their various associations as well as enterprises, but also of-
fices and functions within the municipal governance structure, such as schools and their teachers, 
who do not normally participate in physical planning and urban development processes�
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2. tranSFOrMatIOnS In QUEStIOn: SPaCE anD SPaCELESSnESS

the two cases discussed in this paper have their roots in transformations faced in 
tampere metropolitan area in South west Finland� tampere used to be the birth-
place of the large-scale industrial revolution as it reached Finland in the early 
19th century� From a modest beginning in 1779 – being explicitly founded as a city 
for industry and commerce – tampere gradually grew to be the second-largest re-
gional centre in Finland� the metropolitan area now has a population of more than 
350,000, of which approximately 215,000 live in the city of tampere itself�

Developments have not been always smooth� Oil crises, restructuring and glo-
balisation are among developments that have challenged traditional industries 
all around Europe and worldwide, and tampere with its industrial heart having 
traditionally beaten in the rhythm of textiles and mechanical engineering is cer-
tainly no exception� In the late 1960s the local authorities started to promote new 
thinking in the city’s industrial future with areas such as leisure-related services, 
research and higher education being put in more and more focal position� By the 
1980s it was obvious that the attempt to break away from the traditional industrial 
path (with all its past success) had been an absolute necessity, and that remarkable 
success was reached in this respect�

But how obvious is it that such transformations turn out to be successful? 
For the first, a great deal of European cities with one original main industry or 
function, be it specialised industry or even seaside resort, have lost their relative 
importance in the course of history and socio-economic change (Clark, 2009)� 
however, as Smith (1993, p� 55), building on the foundations of structuralist geo- 
graphy, notes, a continuity can be found linking the historical functioning of old 
industrial capitalism and the forms of flexibility reflected by the projects and pro- 
cesses built upon them� 

thus, even if the postmodern era is strongly associated with breaking of past 
spatial boundaries (Smith 1993, p� 57), building boundaries, or making space re- 
levant can be seen as an equally quintessential feature of a postmodern world� the 
idea of how space, location and spatial continuity matters in changing circum-
stances is captured in an intriguing way by Forsberg et al� (2006, p� 164)� they 
maintain that the Inner Scandinavian locations whose traditional productive role 
was focused on forest and agricultural products, now ‘produce’ also rural cultural 
landscapes and protected nature� a new relevance that can be attached to the spa-
tial attributes may be found, but that may require a great deal of persistent work 
and even a degree of serendipity, of which location, a spatial attribute itself, is not 
unimportant�

Juha Kostiainen (2002) has studied extensively the developmental dynamism 
of tampere and the various management and leadership measures taken in order 
to enable the preferred development� he has traced the transformation process 
of the industrial centre to a knowledge-creating one, a process that has required 
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particular leadership in an environment where representatives of traditional indus-
tries have been the key players in the local business lobby� at least partly due to 
the excellent location of tampere in the crossroads of the most important Finnish 
transportation channels the transformation proved very soon to be successful� 

as an indication, highly appealing to local decision-makers one can take the 
demographic changes� tampere with the entire city region has grown continuous-
ly irrespective of the business cycles or fluctuations in the overall mobility rates� 
the city region seems to ‘respond’ similarly to economic growth and downturns: 
the region’s population has grown in a surprisingly constant rate (cf� Kultalahti, 
2001), constituting thus one rather persistent fundament for those in charge of 
preparing land-use decisions to adjust to demand from the new dwellers, or es-
timating the availability of future workforce� these two aspects are among the 
forces that keep the region’s development in a highly dynamic state and provide 
even some immediate buffers in the face of downturns� they may even extend the 
period when important parts of the market can remain viable and relatively intact�

One part of the local dynamism is birth and development of practices that fa-
vour interaction across established organisational boundaries� Openness and par-
ticipation are generally seen as defining features of highly industrialised, post-in-
dustrial or technologically and institutionally sophisticated societies� For instance, 
their legislations commonly stipulate that all those whose environment or living 
conditions are to be effected with construction or related anthropogenic transfor-
mations with notable environmental impacts assume participation and/or other 
forms of public involvement where members of the community can have their say 
on processes in the making� however, these norms are relatively vague in a sense 
that what is required as an absolute minimum is easy to reach� to really involve 
citizens and their opinions in decision-making requires much more profound work 
in organisations and their operational practices, and this brings us back to the cul-
tural aspects of how to open the decision-making processes�

Openness has been a high-profile catchword in the development of organisa-
tions and their working practices since beginning of the current millennium� Since 
2003 and the Open Innovation: New Imperative for Creating and Profiting from 
Technology by henry Chesbrough we have operated with the idea of opened-up 
innovation interfaces and innovation processes that are not to be confined within 
organisational boundaries (cf� huizingh, 2011)� New technology has emerged to 
break the boundaries of states and spheres of civilisations, challenging thus the 
regimes that seek to limit the individuals’ access to information� Consequently, 
the boundaries of organisations cannot remain watertight� humans, irrespective 
of their age, education, gender or social status, are more mobile than ever before, 
which means that information and knowledge as well as sentiments and dislikes 
as personal attributes are in a continuous circulation, both in terms of geography 
and in organisational spaces� we live in an environment marked by openness and 
permeability of various kinds of boundaries� 
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another idea that has caught the minds of businesspeople and increasingly 
those in administration is a living lab (cf� arnkil et al�, 2010)� In the core of living 
lab thinking is an arrangement to involve end users in the development process 
of typically industrial products� more recently the approach has gained more and 
more leverage in the field of social innovation and, hence, among institutions 
with human-oriented functions such as governance and service provision, private 
or public� Interaction that takes place in a societal setting whose key aspects are 
represented by intelligent actors is particularly worthwhile for learning, as seen 
against a setting where much of the interaction culminates on the processing of 
the technical capacities of a however ‘intelligent’ product (cf� Nooteboom, 2001, 
p� 156)� learning, in turn, is an elementary ingredient in the process of finding in-
novative ways of coping in new situations� 

3. ELEMEntS OF a ‘POSt-nEW ECOnOMY’

a phenomenon widely enthused about in the late 1990s as a ‘New Economy’ has 
profoundly transformed our systems of production, work and the very relationship 
between them� however, instead of a history of some 15 years the transformation 
has been with us for more than 30 or even 50 years, depending on how one em-
phasises its various aspects�

If the increasing service-intensity is seen as the transformation’s key driving 
force, it is well grounded to speak about a process having started in some parts 
of the world right after the immediate reconstruction that followed the Second 
world war� In this instance it is noteworthy that the leading post-war economy, 
the uS, did not even face the need to mend war damages with respective invest-
ments� thus, even if the nation’s newly acquired role with intense global military 
presence and the subsequent cold war armaments race entailed massive public 
spending,2 individual consumers with their ever-expandable demand for goods 
and experiences became new driving forces� the 19th century coal, steel or rail-
way barons of the industrial age were to be overtaken by new ones with most 
visionary ideas for developing retailing or turning what once was centralised com-
puting into a ubiquitous world of interaction, snooping and gossiping�

So, one can maintain that the institutional foundations for the new economic 
order that now may have crossed the threshold to its mature state are rather firmly 
embedded in the economic system, including a great deal of the technological stand-
ards and practices that reflect the different aspects of transformation� also serious 

2 the European recovery program (or ‘marshall aid’) given to west European governments and to 
confine the eventual Soviet influence beyond the Iron Curtain and praised for the eloquence of its 
design in achieving this goal by Janis (1982) can be added to this category�
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blind alleys that seriously bridle the scope of potential developments can already be 
identified� they can be so commonplace elements of our daily environments that 
they virtually are beyond our recognition as blind alleys� typical of such blind al-
leys is that something originally deemed as a solution turns out to be a problem (cf� 
Info box 1)� however, a blind alley may also emerge in the midst of a widely-spread 
awareness and agreement on expected technological or societal development�

Info box 1. On standards and blind alleys: the case of MIDI
Jaron lanier (2011, pp� 7–19) gives an excellent example of a premature 

choice of a technology that, after reaching a status of a de facto standard, turned 
out to be a fatal lock-in: the mIDI standard as an early tool for turning musical 
notes into a digital form� the problem with the mIDI, as angrily noted by lanier, 
is that it does this digitalisation with a dramatically limited capacity given the 
potentials of music itself� the real ‘damage’ done by the mIDI is that having 
once reached the status of a standard method for ‘giving voice’ to a variety of 
digital equipment, the chosen path was virtually cemented by hardware manu-
facturers� their adoption of the mIDI standard rendered no commercially viable 
platforms for competing and possibly musically more versatile approaches for 
processing notes and tunes�

One trend of societal development that has been visible for a long time but that 
obviously has escaped our full understanding is the post-industrial transformation 
‘from a factory to the studio’ (virtanen, 1987)� this phrase was commonplace in 
the late 1980s, so there should have been time to understand and get adjusted to its 
content (cf� reich, 1992; Sennett, 2002)� however, large swathes of the industries 
have already left the modern logic of mass production and are resuming the prac-
tices that once prevailed in traditional craft production (e�g� Sennett, 2009)� this 
transforms the entire logic of how value added in the more and more knowledge, 
innovation and solutions-led production turns into enhanced employment� 

maturation of the once novel and celebrated New Economy is thus well vis-
ible with due consequences� as a sign of newly found vulnerabilities technology 
companies have been forced to close entire facilities within a few years of their 
initiation (cf� reich, 2001)� this is exactly what happened to the Jyväskylä unit of 
Nokia in Central Finland – a unit that only focused on research, development and 
analysis of new service concepts�3 the Jyväskylä case matches well developments 

3 In the same vein, faced by the dire market for its Symbian operating system powered handsets, 
Nokia informed in the fall of 2011 that it is compelled to close its facilities at Cluj, romania, newly 
built there to add the corporation’s production capacity by replacing the handset production termi-
nated in Bochum, germany� In October 2011 Fiat, the Italian automobile manufacturer informed 
about its organisational restructuring, carried out in order to add the CEO’s agility for firing as 
rapidly as possible anyone whose capacity would not be immediately needed in the production 
(Sylvers, 2011)�
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within a ‘cultural circuit of capital’ as noted by Olds and thrift (2005, p� 272)� 
Such a circuit allows an increasingly free and rapid flow of knowledge throughout 
corporate networks� unfortunately, in an economy as fluid as the one shown by 
the Jyväskylä case, localities may be made redundant in an equally free and rapid 
fashion if they fail to add right kind of value to the circuit�

with their top-trained professionals these facilities have in fact started to resem-
ble traditional industries while their personnel, gloriously redefined in the 1990s as 
‘human resources’ are being given a much traditional, 19th century role of an ‘em-
ployee’, if not a ‘worker’ (cf� Jacques, 1996)� at least their hiring and firing seems 
to follow a logic that regards them as cost factors rather than sources of corporate 
value� It is little wonder that the response especially among the younger, knowledge-
workers (sic) has been to resort to entrepreneurship as a means to take firmer control 
of the terms of their own participation in the workings of the economy� 

In a true behaviourist fashion this virtual necessity with its due consequences 
– more and more individuals actually becoming entrepreneurs and demonstrably 
acting as ones – seems to be on the verge of turning into a more persistent cul-
tural pattern� Based on recent surveys on the willingness to business-startups, 
the Finns appear to be in a process of transforming a preferred culture of work-
ing as a wage-earner to one boosted more and more by an entrepreneurial spirit� 
a 2011 survey shows that since 2008 the largest cohort to start a new enterprise 
in Finland is made of those under 30 years of age (hänninen and leino, 2011, 
p� 36)� however, their favourite industries often differ radically from the ones 
favoured by the older cohorts and the entrepreneurs of the previous and gradu-
ally retiring generation�

there is another kind of functional or even cultural transformation going on, 
one with potential industrial policy consequences and certainly one reflected by 
the creative communities case described in next chapter� Based on the findings of 
another recent study (paakkunainen, 2007, p� 172), it is interesting to note that the 
young Finns regard especially small business incubators or business parks with 
a clear and tangible profile as particularly appealing and risk-reducing test grounds 
for their entrepreneurial idea� moreover, the study reveals, in the young potential 
entrepreneurs’ minds the time is ripe for another change� Innovation centres for 
small enterprises should brush aside the predominance of large science parks as 
the key innovation-led industrial policy instruments since the early 1980s�

In the same time the model that originally was born in the early Silicon valley 
technology industries has found its way to the Nordic labour markets, whose in-
stitutional setup has traditionally differed remarkably from the North american, 
general anglo Saxon or particular techie-Californian model� as it has been tra-
ditionally the case with the tribelike labour markets in particular business civi-
lisations such as the Silicon valley, also the Finnish young professionals seem 
to be putting more and more weight to work with socially rewarding circle of 
like-minded people in socially rewarding organisational and physical setting� very 
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often the physical setting can be a piece of brownfield or urban fallow,4 miles 
away from an imaginably flashy techno-infrastructure and more and more often 
the organisation seems to be replaced with open structures of cooperation – if not 
a direct and ideological antithesis for a standard organisational form�

the new entrepreneurial culture may be a manifestation of another persist-
ent transformation of the society� It is possible to interpret the spawning of new 
start-ups as an emergent process, or even a cultural undercurrent, of breaking the 
traditional organisations from below� Should this be the case, the due break-up 
of large-scale organisations can be seen as certain de-materialisation� at least the 
functioning of the current economy is to a greater and greater extent distanced 
if not entirely separated from its material foundations� For centuries and almost 
until the end of the 20th century, in the heated pursuit of functionalist explana-
tion for anything, also the financial market was seen in this light� the function 
that financial markets would stand for the public authorities, in return to favour-
ably governed rules-based regulation and generally stable environment, was to be 
a ‘thermometer of economy’�

In the genuine spirit of the post-war Keynesian hegemony in economics, plan-
ning of and, later on, governance over the necessary conditions with the help of 
the readings from this thermometer was essentially about building the material 
base of economic growth� Now, with that material link of planning and building 
actual contexts for enterprises having largely vanished, the entire cultural set-up is 
different� In this environment, or in contemporary terms ecosystem of diverse but 
yet interconnected actors it would be extremely difficult to speak about broader 
societal ‘functions’ that would be given to the financial markets outside the im-
mediate sphere of interests of those utilising the markets for their own avail� Since 
the 1980s financial markets have started to rule rather than reflect�

this change of roles is highly important in the face of our understanding of the 
philosophical foundations of the great transformation� however, it is also highly 
symptomatic of how the institutions and the wider societal setup of development 
in individual localities evolve (cf� Karppi, 2012)� yet, it may be difficult to indi-
cate, particularly in advance, before anything tangible and with real effect has tak-
en place� De-materialisation takes many other forms as well, often increasing the 
ephemeral features in economy� One of these forms is the increasing knowledge 
intensity, capacities to communicate and thus an enhanced emphasis of the human 

4 urban fallow is an element of urban morphology� Fallows are typically ‘created’ as the urban struc-
ture transforms with old users or occupants of a given property leave for a new location but no new 
user readily fits in the premises that are thus left dormant at least temporarily� this flexible process 
makes spaces and locations available for a wide variety of user-groups, and may facilitate openings 
for serendipitous development and innovative use of urban space� urban fallows have been most 
often discussed in the context of old industrial premises and, hence, large urban scale (e�g� Conzen, 
2004, p� 106), but also in more provincial or smaller-scale context (e�g� hynynen and Kolehmainen, 
2011, p� 15)�
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capital in the economy� It has also introduced economic developers with issues 
such as tolerance, creativity, recreation, or cultural amenities seeping in the core 
of how where and even why profitable business can be made (cf� Clark, 2007)� 

4. ELEMEntS OF a PrO-HUMan ECOnOMY: CrEatIVE COMMUnItIES

these developments effectively challenge the existing ideas of what (and how) 
science should know what is relevant in the new circumstances� One of the chang-
ing areas of what and how to know is about an individual, the key-driver of 
knowledge-based economy� Focusing on an individual, however, reveals a major 
breach in the reasoning on a de-materialised economy� however much we wish to 
emphasise the cultural context of knowledge-creation, we cannot escape the fact 
that knowledge-creation and the entire processes that bring to the foreground an 
individual with her/his motivations and search for fulfilment takes place in a fun-
damentally material environment of tissues, receptors, transmitters and due cer-
ebral structures that constitute the crux of the central nervous system (cf� pinker, 
2006; Flanagan, 2009)�

Despite this obvious contradiction, the immaterial aspects have a firm foot-
hold as the drivers of societal development are discussed and debated� various 
markers such as indexes that seek to illustrate the stock of ‘creativity’ or ‘knowl-
edge’ within a given territorial unit are produced to help those that are in charge 
of development to benchmark their success or even relative positions� they cer-
tainly reify a complex setting of societal development if anything ever does, with 
a consequence that even if internationally applicable comparative data exists to 
facilitate the construction of creativity or knowledge intensity indexes, they can-
not capture the multidimensionality of the issue at stake (cf� andersen et al�, 2010; 
Karppi and takala, 2007)� 

understanding the actual solutions that make up the place-specific operation en-
vironments requires understanding of factors that enable the ‘creative’ or ‘know- 
ledge intensive’ environments being brought about� the answer of the age of sci-
ence and scientific rationalism was to create a wide array of science parks and busi-
ness incubators to secure the cognitive basis for high technology industries� they 
can, however, be also seen as descendants in the extensive institutional tradition of 
catching and harnessing the spirit of the age as a source of particular meaning in de-
velopmental processes� as it is noted in a recent paper (Karppi, 2012), the role they 
play is not too different from the ones played by the church, the university and the 
design of healthy environments at earlier stages of urban development�

yet, institutional evolution traced in this text does not stop in science parks 
and the model of knowledge creation they represent� Ideas of a creative class 
and urban amenities that are thought to be particularly appealing to the broad, 
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liberal and tolerant minds have become serious tools in the pursuit of new ele-
ments of growth� as polanyi and prosch (1977, pp� 3–5) emphasise, meaning 
necessarily goes together with intellectual freedom� Creativity, urban amenities 
and search for personal (intellectual) freedom can be easily seen as postmodern 
tools (if no goals) of institutional development� Often, in actual locations, they 
mingle with extensive industrial traditions and even their physical premises that 
may have remarkable cultural significance for the localities in question (Karppi 
and pihlajamaa, 2010)� 

Science-led rationalist pursuit of success regarded science parks and their ag-
glomerations of technological excellence as its apogee� this had its obvious re-
flections in public development policies carried out in cities and communities 
participating in a particular form of knowledge-based competition, measured in 
a way in their capability to serve as incubators for creative industries� their next 
stage is, however, much more complex� It is often built on strong entrepreneurial 
spirit and a combination of a sense of community, broad social networks and 
a youthful ideal of autonomous individuals who only get involved in activities 
(business included) they find worth the effort� yet, to be developed towards a full-
fledged, growth-generating market-led activity the entrepreneurial ideals and 
knowledge of the core substances must be typically complemented with venture 
capital, the sources of which need to be particularly introduced to the entrepre-
neurs (cf� rasila, 2004)� this venture-to-capital (v2C) may come from institu-
tional or individual actors willing and capable to take and bear the risks associated 
with a startup having left behind its early stages of development and standing on 
a threshold to a potential growth cycle�

this ethical stance distinguishes the current entrepreneurial culture from the 
rationalist age that primarily focused on the technical and technically innovative 
qualities as the source of the competitive edge per se� Now they are more and more 
regarded as elementary assets for backing up the young professionals’ yearning 
for autonomy and liberty� this yearning, in turn, can be seen as an escape from 
the claustrophobic boundaries of formal organisations and regular wage-labour 
(Jacques, 1996; Sennett, 2002), but also, as a more than slight reminiscence of 
the traditional marxist explanation� as polanyi and prosch, 1977, p� 13) remind 
by this way of thinking, as new technologies (or other innovations, Author’s note) 
emerge, pressures mount to change the order of property in favour of new classes, 
this time the one possessing the new, postmodern or personal liberty-maximising 
entrepreneurial spirit�

In more general terms it thus appears that the evolution of local preconditions 
for development reveals active individuals more and more as drivers for change� 
Simultaneously, how meaning is experienced in particular situations can be de-
rived to a lesser and lesser extent from broad cultural platforms shared in a similar 
form by nation or even civilisation-wide communities� these platforms have been 
traditionally constructed by institutions such as religion (church) or science and 
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knowledge-creation (universities)� they have become gradually replaced by indi-
viduals’ moral choices on commitments within business and employment (cf� the 
‘virtual onion model’ as referred by gallivan and Srite, 2005, p� 301)� Cast in the 
context familiar to organisational designers and urban planners alike this poses 
a veritable challenge�

to a great extent this is a question of how to deal with the various manifesta-
tions of active citizenship as sources of experienced, tangible meaningfulness� 
particularly as emphasised by pragmatist thinkers (e�g� Flanagan, 2009), each de-
velopmental situation is marked if not even imprinted by a plethora of first-person 
sensations� In an economy whose key developmental driver is creativity and re-
lated unique factors that stem from the human experiences this inductive dynamic 
experience often turns into solutions with the help of tacit knowledge well before 
exact measurement can ‘verify’ their viability or ‘explain’ them through pre-ex-
isting theoretical frameworks (cf� polanyi and prosch, 1977, p� 32)� as we have 
a centuries-long tradition of rationalist or ‘scientific’ and necessarily a top-down 
project of human development with societal governance fitted to match the needs 
of building nations, welfare-states, Keynesian demand-side macroeconomic regu-
lation, military-economic complexes, Socialism or the Eu, the need of re-think 
the terms of development are remarkable�

Development requires financial resources, and today more and more of these 
resources are to be derived from the financial markets where they are managed by 
institutional investors� while channelling the necessary resources to any value- 
adding and return-providing system the investors also appraise the conditions for 
continuity and predictability in their recipients’ surrounding societal setting, hop-
ing to find ones proficient in securing uninterrupted evolution in societal pro- 
cesses� thus the kind of inductive turn should thus take place without noteworthy 
breaches in the surface of societal development, which means that it needs to be 
worked towards a veritable productive force in the same time that it remains con-
ductive to self-fulfilment in actual individuals’ work and life in general� moreover, 
as humans in all their individuality are necessarily social beings, the task is es-
sentially about designing platforms for individuals’ meaningful associations in 
working life and community development processes alike�

5. FrOM OLD tO nEW FaCtOrY: rEVOLUtIOnISInG tHE WOrKInG LIFE

given the long industrial history of tampere, a particularly interesting con-
cept for creating a new platform for dynamic renewal of work and value added 
in the society is an innovation called New Factory� more than a mere concept or 
physical settings for forms of production that can be embedded in the increasingly 
knowledge and service intensive society it is possible to emphasise features that 
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have the potential to effect the cultural and institutional basis of entire working 
life towards new work�

the New Factory is – in its all aptly postmodern glare – physically located in 
the oldest still remaining industrial construction standing restored in the heart of 
tampere� the tr 1, a six-storey Factory Building 1, was constructed in 1838 at 
the Finlayson district that in the early 19th century comprised a lion’s share of the 
planned city area� Finlayson with its cotton industry started the Finnish industrial 
revolution and the new large-scale production with all its technical and organisa-
tional innovativeness� Now the New Factory may more or less harness the histori-
cal premises to do again the trick of reworking the institutional order for work and 
entrepreneurship� this time the task includes dismantling the rigid organisations 
and industrial relations and to identify and design models of knowledge-centred 
industrial production�

New Factory is no single organisation but rather a cluster of various activi-
ties and communities, and the necessary organisational forms to run them� thus, 
there are firms that manage publicly funded enterprise development programmes 
carried out in the premises and there are newly established start-ups having been 
originated trough these programmes, but this superficial description does little to 
illustrate the multifaceted character of activities carried out in the New Factory�

the New Factory calls itself a combination of four novel ‘engine rooms’ built 
on open innovation ideology and designed to meet the needs of students, self-
employed entrepreneurs, researchers and developers� these roles are understood 
as flexible and overlapping, which means that facilities targeted, for instance, to 
growth entrepreneurs or researchers, or active and curious citizens, can be used 
interchangeably as situations and needs alter� to all user groups the New Factory 
professes to offer an interface with clear open innovation or co-design approach� 
For entrepreneurs and entire business entities this means customer and user-driv-
en development processes� 

For university and polytechnic students finishing their respective degree pro-
grammes this means an opportunity to get attached to real industrial, service or 
governance development processes and a due fast lane to high quality employ-
ment or entrepreneurship� For the City of tampere and the city region this means 
a tool for dynamic industrial renewal� Entrepreneurship is a key aspect in the New 
Factory setup, as the entire concept reflects to a great extent ronald Burt’s (1995) 
idea of structural holes� these holes refer to discontinuities in the social texture 
of actors and networks that provide opportunities to the entrepreneurial spirits, as 
also recognised in a New Factory brochure quite explicitly:

the world is full of holes, needs that are not being met� No one can fill these holes and solve 
the problems of the world alone� the best innovations are born through a combination of different 
kinds of people and knowledge� the problem is that this knowledge is spread around the world 
randomly, and the people are disconnected from each other (http://uusitehdas�fi/sites/uusitehdas�fi/
files/new_factory_brochure�pdf)�
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what this means in practice is that even in the era marked by overcoming the 
distanced with sophisticated means of communication, there is a need of a vari-
ety of ‘glues’ to keep the communicating and knowledge-creating processes from 
dissipating� In other words what is called for is a certain flavour of a community, 
even a virtual one, to weave a texture bridge gaps between territorial and discipli-
nary gaps in the knowledge-creating fabric� 

a diverting feature in the production systems is famously described by 
Friedman (2007), whose ‘flat’ world reveals itself in processes where even servic-
es (private or public) can be cut into two basic components� the first and the more 
and more marginal of them is the one that absolutely requires a real-time contact 
with a customer� this is and will remain the local and culturally specific com-
ponent of service provision� the second one comprises of elements that can be 
productised, standardised and delivered beyond a distance to the place where the 
actual (and local) event of providing the service takes place� the elements of the 
second component are necessarily global by their nature� they can be produced 
in a cost-efficient way with the help of tools that make possible for instance the 
development of computer program platforms on which the local service produc-
tion and provision events are built� In manufacturing this split into components 
has been a traditional standard feature in the value chain management�

But even if this split of services and production processes into components is 
technically possible, economically feasible and actually taking place, it is not nec-
essarily even close to what is regarded as desirable as the feature of working life� 
Especially as we speak about young, highly educated and ambitious professionals, 
the last thing that many of them wish to engage themselves in is to combine and 
adapt standardised (global) solutions with a minimal personal (local) involvement 
in the actual outcome in a given process,

this is where activities such as the Suuntaamo or huB tampere located in the 
New Factory of tr 1 come into the view� Suuntaamo, formally the Suuntaamo 
tampere Central region living lab aims at an entity where complementary ac-
tors operating in research and production cooperate with customers to create and 
gain from synergies available from their shared ecosystem (Suuntaamo, 2011)� 
thus, integrating and strengthening the common fabric that binds together dif-
ferent actors5 is the catchword here� Such an integration yields from the basic 
research and the original identification of the impetus for any activity to the actual 
users who are inevitably needed if that activity or its due outcome is to have any 

5 also the agencies that contribute to the funding of these activities come from a large and varied 
body of actors� For instance the Suuntaamo was established as a part of tampere regional Centre 
of Expertise programme� the financing agencies include the European regional Development Fund 
and the Centre for Economic Development, transport and the Environment� among the sponsors of 
the New Factory activities taking place at the Demola or huB tampere are also the City of tampere 
through its varying thematic programmes, tampere regional Council and a large variety of enter-
prises that assign innovation teams and feed ideas for their further processing�
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viability as a marketed product or legitimacy as a public service� the contrast is 
thus sharp to the process-slicing production philosophy described above as global�

another, and potentially an even more extreme experience of the modern 
working life and particularly modern entrepreneurship as a pursuit of meaningful-
ness can be found from the same property� huB tampere is part of the interna-
tional initiative of building new innovative places around the world where, as the 
community itself defines, entrepreneurs, innovators and changemakers can meet 
and work together to tackle the world’s most pressing social, cultural and envi-
ronmental challenges (huB tampere, 2011)� If the process-slicing model subjects 
local action to the terms set on the global scale, the huB with its accompanying 
activities, such as the Dream City project, hosted by Demola, one of the New 
Factory engine rooms (cf� Dream City, 2011), works the other way round� It is 
a combination of unique local communities, joined together by a shared global 
mindset and common guidelines to produce not only a sense of broader interna-
tional togetherness but certain connecting features such as re-use of old industrial 
premises as the venues for the novel ideas�

6. ELEMEntS OF POSt-ratIOnaL PLannInG: rEDEFInInG tHE UrBan 
COrE

the process of reconstructing the central business district of the lempäälä mu-
nicipality (pop� 20,000) at the southern fringe of tampere metropolitan area has 
been already discussed in this journal (Karppi and takala, 2008)� as a few years 
have passed, the actual planning stage, identified in the previous text (Karppi and 
takala, 2008) as one of the truly defining momentums of the visionary process 
carried out with a great deal of stakeholders and decision-makers, is now firmly 
on its way� moreover, it is a subject of a profound research and planning technique 
development process, planned to be implemented between the years 2011 and 
2015� as the lengthy time span suggests, only part of the process will be linked 
to practical or locally specific outcomes� much of it will be guided by a genuine 
drive for new knowledge with a focus on planning theory or issues such as domes-
tication of techniques applied by the planners�

the actual planning stage started in late 2010, and during the spring and sum-
mer of 2011 the outline of the process for running and managing the visionary 
work for setting the agenda and implementation scheme found its shape� In the 
fall of 2011 the process was named as Urbi et Orbi – for the city and the entire 
world� the process is highly research-intensive, which means that until now there 
are remarkably more questions and assumptions concerning the future process 
than actual findings and answers� however, what is already on its place is an of-
ficially appointed high-level project organisation and its executive group with the 
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necessary capacity to carry out the planning preparation as effectively as it imagi-
nably can be in the democratic decision-making environment�

In a nutshell Urbi et Orbi is meant to be a process that firmly believes in the 
intrinsic quality of the planning process now on its way� It seeks to use experi-
ences derived from a local case with unique benchmark value for the benefit of 
the global community of urban designers and regional developers� the endeav-
our to introduce new techniques and planning methods for the professionals and 
decision-makers starts with existing technical solutions such as the Smartboard or 
standard social media platforms� the reason for this is to lower the user-threshold 
by resorting to tools relatively easily recognisable by individuals with different 
backgrounds, and, hence, easily domesticated for use in this particular context� 
moreover, as science and technology studies reveal, the entire history of tech-
niques and technologies planned for one particular use show a tendency of func-
tional spillovers to other uses (Feenberg, 2010)� Experiences range from the ado-
lescent telephone of the 19th century to early data network services such as the 
French minitel of the 1980s� the entire planning process is thus built on creativity 
that stems from individuals and their experiences of what constitutes the com-
munity, its sense of place and potentials, but that needs particular interfaces for 
having an effect in the executive planning team’s work�

Urbi et Orbi is organised as a knowledge-creating process with capacity to 
analyse and apply data collected, as it is put in the project memorandum, ‘with 
living lab approach, from a user-centred open innovation ecosystem’� how this 
will be achieved is part of the research process, but at the project planning stage 
these fundamentals were nonetheless formulated and attached to the executive 
group agenda� what this means in practice is that a tool and a mechanism will be 
needed that allows a real-time, life-size simulation of the planning context, where 
numerous interconnected sources of information feed the executive group with 
planning data, all made relevant by the fact that they reflect the different aspects 
of a common target area� 

the key feature of this living lab – and the feature that differentiates it from the 
standard living lab solutions that aims at co-development of co-design of a limited 
(product) entity – is that this living lab will operate with a vision for a future com-
munity� It thus needs to open continuously re-forming perspectives for potential 
futures of the community, using maps and narrated storylines, digital landscape 
images and particular elements deemed as meaningful parts seen to define the 
sense of the community� all these elements are meant to constitute an arena for 
debating and eventual sensemaking among the community members with their 
stakeholder and pressure groups as well as the democratically elected local deci-
sion-makers on the one hand, and the executive planning group with their scien-
tific and practical advisers� 

One crucial feature of the Urbi et Orbi team is its willingness to learn from 
its own work practices� Because of this the living lab approach will be yielded to 
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an ethnographic analysis of the team itself, the process beginning in the spring of 
2012� the main aim with this practice is to increase and deepen the team mem-
bers’ own understanding of how they actually achieve the outcomes that they do, 
and what may be the easily unrecognised pitfalls of resorting to sophisticated 
technological tools that seem to open the entire planning and developmental pal-
ette in an actual, or even ‘real’ forms�

For all this the process may – and actually needs to – combine the results of 
recent and ongoing basic research carried out by the members of a large consor-
tium6 and innovation processes carried out for this particular planning process, 
implemented as partnerships of public actors, enterprises and individuals� Built 
on local excellence, tested in a real urban development case – the central area 
of lempäälä municipality – the Urbi et Orbi has charged itself with an aim of 
processing globally relevant expertise that will be further analysed and developed 
with a network of international partner institutions� the final and objective meas-
ure for producing relevant outcomes that meet the planning challenges the Urbi et 
Orbi team is committed itself to an explicit attempt to productise the tested solu-
tions to exportable urban planning and community development services�

the process itself is designed to consist of four main research components: 
(1) developing a creative and interactive process for visionary urban and commu-
nity design; (2) creating a model for the political, economic and judicial process to 
implement the visionary planning; (3) designing the necessary technical applica-
tions required for the visionary process; and (4) integrating the visionary work to 
the requirements of sustainable development with new ecosystem services� the 
tasks are extremely demanding, and the projected time-span required for the entire 
process will be necessarily several years, starting in the November of 2011�

Effective fieldwork requires favourable conditions for the analysis� In the con-
text of this research these conditions have been translated into suitable living-lab 
arrangements created in the actual location in lempäälä� the executive group 
has organised its work as a visionary team that meets weekly, typically on Friday 
afternoons which also enables the participants to have a kind of weekly debriefing 
session from the community development perspective� while this team is charged 
to re-think the entire lead idea of an existing and well established centre of a grow-
ing municipality, it has developed a particular team identity that stems from an 
ancient past� the name of the entire process, the Hääkivi (‘wedding Stone’), re-
fers to the location of an Iron age cemetery in the vicinity of where the team 
meets� the visionary work for the renewal of the municipal core into a location 

6 Cooperation of this consortium is to be funded through Strategic Centre for Science, technology 
and Innovation of the Built Environment in Finland (rym-ShOK), a national research and develop-
ment programme� the consortium will comprise lempäälä Development as its coordinating enter-
prise, university of tampere and vtt technical research Centre of Finland as the lead research in-
stitutions and a number of other enterprises that participate in the planning process or facilitate case 
studies in urban planning and construction, their legal, social and environmental aspects included�
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of high-quality housing and workplaces within a 10-minute train connection to 
downtown tampere and with a clear local identity and attractor potential in a ma-
jor Finnish metropolitan area takes thus place in a location with quite a different 
but highly peculiar local attachment�

For the understanding of the dimensions of what large-scale transformations 
are all about this kind of homebase has its obvious advantages� the same can be 
said of the fact that the team that thinks development in highly urban terms meets 
in a traditional-looking loghouse that only comprises one large meeting-room and 
stands on an idyllic lakeside location, detached from the central agglomeration but 
within a sight to it� the premises are modest but functional by their composition, 
serving one goal above anything else� In these premises those responsible of the 
development process can retire from the ordinary daily activities and concentrate 
on nurturing the vision, conferring constantly with specialists on urban design, 
democratic governance and participation, human-centred technology and ecol-
ogy� moreover, all that is processed in these premises is also stored on the walls 
of a large discussion space with armchairs in a horseshoe formation� the premises 
thus form an essential part of the institutional memory required in a long-term 
process such as nurturing the physical as well as aesthetic, and possibly even the 
spiritual form of a community�

7. COnCLUSIOnS: PrOMISES Or CHaLLEnGES?

the most peculiar feature in the processes and their interplay with the physical 
locations studied in this paper is the scope that those involved in the processes 
give to their respective activities� measures taken in these processes go far beyond 
the ordinary business or municipal development operations� the New Factory 
not only churns out firms with new kinds of products but entire entrepreneurial 
communities and new kinds of approaches to working life, participation into the 
operations of the corporate sector, or ways of life with entrepreneurship as one of 
its important aspects� Due to its administrative bearings the Hääkivi process has 
to focus on the developmental challenges of one municipality� however, those 
involved on it have committed to analytical processing of experiences and innova-
tions reached during its visionary work, and opening the process for external, even 
global, scrutiny and learning�

the business community and the municipal executive group clearly strive for 
developing leading edges for the contexts of where their respective activities take 
place� moreover, the very setup of these activities – for instance the international 
reference network of the huB tampere or the Urbi et Orbi consortium to support 
the lempäälä executive group in its urban planning and community development 
task – clearly aim at verification of their pursued excellence in the face of relevant 
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international comparisons� In the case of the huB the final verification is given 
by the unlimited market that either elevates or dooms its community members by 
their achievements� For the verification of the achievements reached through the 
Hääkivi community the Urbi et Orbi group has invited esteemed researchers on 
planning theory or science and technology studies to participate in the analysis of 
the capacities such as innovativeness, promotion of democratic participation or 
cost efficiency reached through the way how the process was carried out�

while there is evidence more convincing than just a sincere willingness to 
hope for the best that the new ways of thinking about entrepreneurship or execu-
tive work in a municipal development process have lead to new forms and actual 
practices of work, it is obvious that the challenges are remarkable� as the Urbi 
et Orbi consortium noted in its own risk analysis made as it prepared for its task, 
the pronounced avant-gardism embedded in its own visionary process may breed 
obstacles that emerge at the interfaces between the inner groups or the process 
stakeholders and their environment� the challenge is only steepened by the fact 
that a great deal of this environment consists of elected members of local council 
and the local dwellers who facilitate the entire exercises both politically and finan-
cially, as voters and as taxpayers�

this is a worthwhile concern� giving form to novel, and even innovative en-
vironments seems to be pressurised by the traditional and rationalistic approach 
that regarded reports and plans as the primary contents of planning work (healey 
and thomas, 1991, p� 195)� thus, the risk scenario identified by the Urbi et Orbi 
team may well be generalisable to all process that work on the interface between 
the creative capacities and the required legitimacy, the vital aspect of responsible 
policymaking� New concepts and approaches have emerged, including the urban 
Design management (ahlava and Edelman, 2008), but not even such a major 
philosophical turn as the breakthrough of postmodernism in planning theory suc-
ceeded in changing much of the way how (Finnish) large-scale urban structures 
were actually planned (cf� ylä-anttila, 2010, p� 38)� thus, the cases discussed in 
this paper might well be analysed with an eye on their potentials for breeding the 
necessary eclecticism and a more relaxed and unprejudiced approach to the way 
how planning tasks are commissioned and development processes are managed�

Business cycles change and technological breakthroughs may render some 
tools once regarded as essential for development obsolete, and technological lock-
ins may lead the entire developmental path to a blind alley� moreover, elections 
bring new decision-makers to the view, and original innovators grow older and 
retire, or are headhunted as the fame of their personal achievements gets about� 
there is a plethora of culprits for losing the raison d’être for what was the origi-
nal idea for finding new ways within business or governance� the forms that are 
dominant today are dominant for the simple reason that the basically Darwinist 
process of survival of the fittest has, in a silent and resilient way over time given 
them their particular legitimacy and primacy over most if not all alternative forms�
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thus, working on the interface between the aspirations and ambitions so el-
ementary in the novel and alternative ways of pursuing success and the plausibly 
grounded institutional inertia present in the mainstream of doing business and 
governing may be a true question of life and death� Open innovations and real-
time living lab settings that allow a remarkably intimate contact between various 
stakeholders in processes that utilise these approaches may also set free forces 
the traditional forms of organising action have sought to keep in check� at best 
this may lead to a major blooming of ideas and new practices� In a recognisably 
aristotelian sense, of which paul virilio (2007, p� 91) has reminded us, the novel 
forms of doing business and governing may also collide with the traditional ones 
with a magnitude of a violent accident that forces the markets or organisations 
reveal their true character� It is also possible that they reveal aspects that normally 
are carefully hidden behind all this normality of daily routines� thus, they may 
teach us a great deal about the institutional order that surrounds us and that we 
have simply accustomed to take for granted in the absence of any palpable al-
ternatives�

Finally, however bland this may sound after all having been said here, the fol-
lowing needs to be emphasised� trying to capitalise the promises held by the new 
ways of fitting business and governance in their current and probably also fu-
ture environments may not be easy� the sheer multitude of new ways necessar-
ily breeds major challenges� persistent co-evolution and possibly at some stage 
co-design (or even co-regulation) is needed, and not at any rate something that 
ought to be avoided�7 problems may well emerge if the new forms of promot-
ing openness and extended intimacy between different stakeholders and their 
ideas are developed towards the prevailing institutional models of how human 
interaction is arranged in a societal setting – the traditional organisational forms� 
rearranging this setting is like a piece of ‘mental brownfield development’ with 
the market-based exchange and the idea of organisations with their traditional, 
formally defined boundaries constituting the structures that hold the potential for  
innovative re-use�

there is still also a practical argument that is to be made, namely that the spa-
tial context in which action takes place does matter (cf� e�g� Sack, 1997, p� 13)� 
this quasi-truism of structuralist geography is hardly a revolutionary idea, and 
forward-looking real-estate developers have acted upon it for quite some time� 
to give only one example luukko (2010) sheds light on university properties of 
Finland, an enterprise that manages most of Finnish university properties, whose 
head of research and development has in different occasions underscored the idea 
of promoting creativity and producing physical settings conductive to it as a mutu-
ally interconnected process� But how may this development take place in premises 

7 as could well happen in the name of maintaining and safeguarding an organisation’s autonomy, 
manoeuvrability, or (however narrowly understood) integrity�
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originally designed for purposes now made obsolete, and taken into new uses by 
pathfinders of new entrepreneurial tribes or creative spirits within public sector? 
this is an empirical question well worth of further scrutiny�
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